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Crisis 1  — Grand Alliance

Committee Overview

Spanish War of Succession

Committee Description:

This committee will be run Crisis-style, meaning that the chosen topic will develop as the conference
proceeds. These “crisis updates” will be dependent on the progress made by Crisis #1, consisting of the
opposing  committee. Please note that Crisis procedure is different from that of a standard Model-UN
committee; do not hesitate to email the chairs if you need assistance in understanding the altered
formatting.

For best preparation, delegates should arrive with a working knowledge of the War of the Spanish
Succession, its context, and any beliefs held by their assigned role. A helpful guide for success in Crisis
committees can be found here.

To be eligible for an individual award, delegates must email a complete position paper to the chairs by the
start of the second day of the conference, though in-person submissions will also be accepted. While this
is a pressing matter, remember that Model UN is not necessarily a competition, so get to researching and
try to have a little fun!

To be a crisis delegate, you MUST email the chairs with your top 3 choices for roles. For roles and
position papers please email both chairs so everyone is in the loop.

ABOUT US:

Email: adammtolbert@gmail.com Email:NarangA2023@365.bcsd.org

https://bestdelegate.com/the-guide-to-research-and-preparation-for-model-un-crisis-committees/
mailto:adammtolbert@gmail.com
mailto:NarangA2023@365.bcsd.org


Background
The Spanish War of Succession was a dispute between two of the most dominant powers in

Europe: The Austrian Hapsburgs and the French Bourbons. In Spain, the sickly monarch Charles II von
Hapsburg sat on the throne. Charles, a result of continued inbreeding between the Habsburgs, was sick his
entire life and was unable to produce an heir to the Spanish Throne.

Nearing his deathbed, Charles left conflicting directives as to who his successor was to be,
leaving both the French Bourbons and the Austrian Hapsburgs believing that they had a claim to the
throne. Louis XIV and William
II of Britain attempted to
negotiate a peaceful solution to
the crisis but were unable to
reach a conclusion.

Ultimately this led to
war between the House of
Bourbon and her Allies and The
Grand Alliance led by the
Hapsburgs.

The Grand Alliance,
which was led by the Hapsburgs,
was not a unified group. The
various nations in the Alliance
all had differing goals. The
Hapsburgs wished to place
Charles VI heir to Austrian
Monarchy on the Spanish throne.
Other members of the alliance like Prussia and Hanover only supported the Hapsburg’s if the Austrians
gave them concessions within the empire.

The Bourbons, who supported the placement of Phillip of Anjou on the Spanish throne, were the
alternate side of this conflict of Spanish succession. The group mainly included Bourbon Spain, France,
Savoy, Bavaria and Portugal.

At the beginning of the war the Grand Alliance had numerous fronts to deal with. The Alliance
had to balance their efforts in Spain, Italy, Bavaria, the former Spanish Netherlands, and suppressing a
major anti-Habsburg revolt in Hungary

How can the Grand Alliance manage their conflicting views on the war? How can the Hapsburgs support
their own goals without alienating their allies? How should the Grand Alliance manage their forces
across the various fronts of the war? Is it right for the Hapsburg to put their own ambition for European
Domination over the goals of their allies and The Holy Roman Empire?

Sources:
https://www.nam.ac.uk/explore/Spanish-succession
https://www.britannica.com/event/War-of-the-Spanish-Succession
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/War_of_the_Spanish_Succession
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Roles

● Charles VI: Holy Roman Emperor, Archduke of Austria,King of Hungary, Croatia, and Bohemia
● Louis William: Margrave of Baden, Chief Commander of Imperial Forces
● Prince Eugene: Field Marshal in the Imperial Army and Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
● Anne Stuart: Queen of England, Scotland, and Ireland
● John Churchill: Duke of Marlborough, Main Commander in Lowlands/Dutch Republic
● Anthonie Heinsius: Grand Pensionary of the Dutch Republic
● Frederick I: Elector of Brandenburg, and King in Prussia
● Peter II: King of Portugal
● George I of Hanover: King Elector of Hanover and distant relative to Anne Stuart
● Leopold I: Prince of Anhalt and general in the Prussian Army
● Henry de Nassau: Count of Nassau, Field Marshal of the Dutch forces ,and most trusted advisor

and general to John Churchill the Duke of Marlborough
● Phillips van Almonde: Lieutenant Admiral of the Dutch Navy
● Edward Russel: Earl of Orford and Admiral in the Royal Navy


